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The M61Al gat ling gu n is the principal component of the PlfALANX Close-In Weupons 
System (C1WS), which provides US Navy surface ships with u final defense against anti-ship 
cruise missiles. The objectives of this study are to provide an experimental sel of modal 
parameters and to validate a new fi nite-element model (FEM) of the gun Swept sine frequem:y 
response measurements on an actual PHALANX gun were conducted in the laboratory to obtain 
a complete SCI of modal parameters (frcC]uency, amplitude, mode shapes). The finite-element 
model was correlated using the experimental modal freC]uencies us a reference This result was 
obtained by adjusting stilfnesses in the three bearing assemblies within the gun: ball-bearing, 
needle bearing and ball joint. The investigation was conducted with und without the production 
muzzle restraint currently used in the fleet. Good agreement between the measured and 
computed FEM modal parameters was found for the first three modes in both the horizontal and 
vertical directions for the 5 to 125 Hz freC]uency range of interest With the production muzzle 
restraint installed, agreement between the experimental and finite-element results was poor . It is 
suspected that "play" in the actual restraint mounting system is present, which is nOI modeled by 
theFEM 
Recommendations are made lor follow-on studies. 
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I. [NTRODlJCTION 
The PHALANX Close-hi Weapons System (CiWS) is used extensively in the fleet as a 
"last-ditch" defense against anti-ship cruise missiles. Currently installed versions use the 20mm 
M6I A I, six-barrel "galling gun", which dates from the Vietnam era [Ref I]. Figure 1-1 shows 
the major components of the CIWS In the two decades since the inception of the PHALANX 
system, marked improvements have been made in the all of the major subsystems (fire control 
radar and software, signal processing, etc_) with the exception of the gun and its attachment 
points 
Figure 1-1. PHALANX Weapon Group 
PIIAi ,AN X systems in use today are limited in their effectiveness to destroy incoming 
missiles at long ranges (in excess of 1000 yards) due to "dispersion" or angular spread orthe 
projectiles as they leave the barrel tips [Ref2j . Dispersion is attributed to transverse gun barrel 
displacement caused by the forces exened by expanding propellant gases and projectile movement 
through a barrel during firing, thereby exciting natural vibrational modes. The frequencies and 
degree of excitation of these modes arc dependent upon such factors as the location and stiffness 
of the gun's attachment and support points, material constants, etc. The U.S Navy would like to 
achieve an average dispersion of less than I milliradian. A 3 mm lateral displacement at the harrel 
tip results in an angular dispersion of approximately 2 milliradians Recent proposed solutions to 
the dispersion problem have included the addition ofa "muzzle restraint" to suppress lateral 
barrel-tip displacement. An exhaustive discussion of dispersion theory and the PHALANX gun 
may be found in Reference [2] . 
The study described in this thesis focuses on three key objectives The first objective is 
the col!ection of a comprehensive data set on the multi-axis modal behavior of the laboratory 
M6lAl gun . The second objective is the validation of the new modal data set against the modal 
frequencies and shapes generated by a new finite-element model of the PIIALANX gun 
developed by an independent consultant, Michael R. Hatch, in 1993 . Thc final objective is the 
modification and optimization of the finite-element model to reflect the actual modal frequencies 
and mode shapes found in testing the laboratory gun Agreement between the computer model 
and physical data is necessary to provide a realistic simulation which may he used to study 
proposerl improvements and enhancements and rapidly and economically assess gun perfonnance 
and behavior 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows Chapter II discusses the experimental 
set-up used to analyze the horizontal and vertical vibrational modes ofa gun in the laboratory 
Only the lower-order modes, which contribute most to the dispersion problem, are considered. 
Chapter III provides a detailed description of the fmite-element modd used to simulate 
the structural dynamics of the gun. The types of elements used, material constants and 
structural degrees of freedom for major attachment points of the gun are discussed Cases of the 
gun with and without the muzzle restraint are considered 
Tn Chapter IV, the vibration data collected from the laboratory gun is presented for three 
experimental configurations (1) gun and its enclosure alone, i,e" with no additional weights 
added to the gun enclosure, (2) gun and its enclosure with weight added to the gun enclosure to 
suppress vibration of the enclosure, (3) configuration (2) with the addition of the production 
muzzle restraint In addition, the regimes oflinear and non-linear vibration behavior of the gun 
are explored 
In Chapter V, the effects of changing various parameters in the finite-element model are 
discussed . Results of several attempts to correlate the finite-element model results with the data 
from Chapter IV are presented, including modal frequencies and shapes, modal types and 
transfer-function (harmonic analysis) graphs 
Chapter VI includes conclusions and recommendations suggested by the experimental and 
theoretical results, These include suggestcd improvements to the finite-element model to 
improve its realism and possible methods to obtain better correlation between thc computed and 
measured vibration response of the gun with the muule restraint installed In addition, possible 
follow-on study opportunities arc discusscd 
This investigation was useful in determining and implementing a realistic model of the 
M61 AJ gun. Additionally, valuable data was collected from the actual gun and muzzle restraint 
assembly which will serve as a ready reference for future design changes and enhancements to 
the PIIALANX system. In summary, the information gained in this study wi!] greatly improve the 
understanding of the gun's behavior and aHow the use of a low-cost computer simulat ion to 
address progressive changes 
n. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
A. ,\lOUAL ANALYSIS 
Most noise and vibration problems are related to resonance phenomena, where the 
operational forces e.-.::cile one or more of the modes of vibration. [Ref 3J Modes of vibration 
which lie within the frequency range of the operational dynamic forces present potential problems, 
StIch as undesired dispersion in the case of the PHALANX gun A general discussion ofvibralion 
analysis may be found in Reference [3] 
An important property of modes is thaI any forced or free dynamic response of a structure 
can be describcd by the response ofa discrete set of modes. The modal parameters are: modal 
frequency, modal damping, and mode shape (eigenfuction). Modal parameters of all lhe modes 
within the frequency range of interest constitute a complete dynamical description of the 
structure Hence the modes of vibration represent the inherent dynamical properties of a 
structure 
Modal analysis is the process of determining all the modal parameters, which are then 
suflicient for formu lating a mathematical dynamical model. [Ref 41 The ultimate goals in this 
study are to experimentally determine these parameters for the PHALANX gun and to usc thcse 
data to correlate with a finite-element computer model of the gun 
.B. PHALANX GU!"; EXPERIMENTAL TEST CONFIGURATIONS 
Swept sine frequency response measurements were conducted on an actual PHALANX 
gun in the laboratory localed in the basement ofSpanagel Hall, Naval Postgraduate SchooL For 
practical reasons, only the gun (without drive components or ammunition feed guides), gun cradle 
structure, and gun pallet (see Figure 2-1) were assembled and set on three cork and rubber 
Figure 2-1, PHALANX Gun Major Components 
dampers on the laboratory floor (see Figure 2-2). Two of the dampers were placed under the 
forward pan of the gun pallet just inside the clevises that anchor the legs of the muzzle restrai nt 
The third was centered at the rear of the gun pallet These dampers were placed so that there was 
no rocking of the gun pallet about any axis 
Figure 2-2. PHALANX Gun Set-Up 
With Muzzle Restraint 
Based on the results obtained in prior investigations [RefS] only three configurations of 
this assembly were tested. These were primarily distinguished by the use of lead weights on top 
of the gun cradle structure and the use of the muzzle restraint For al! three configurations, the 
gun's barrel assembly was placed under a static axial load similar to that experienced when a 
bullet is fired 
The load on the barrels was applied by an aluminum bal! large enough to lodge in the 
forward hole in the center of the stub rotor (see Figure 2-3), The ball was pulled back by nn 
eyebolt screwed through the center of the ball. A high tensile strength chain attached to the 
eyebolt was threaded through the center of the gun and connected to another eyebolt bolted 
through a crossbar braced across the back of the gun cradle structure. Care was taken to ensure 
that the only contact with the gun itself was where the ball pulled back on the stub rotor [Ref 5] 
The chain was tensioned to provide a setback of3/8 inch, measured at the recoil adapters 
Figure 2-3 Load Inducing Set-Up 
The tested configurations were as follows: 
1 topmost barrel at 12 o'clock position (top dead center), barrels axially loaded, 
no lead weights on top of gun cradle, and no muzzle restraint; 
2. topmost barrel at 12 o'clock position, barrels axially loaded, approximately 
1200 pounds oflead weights on top of gun cradle, and no muzzle restraint; 
3. topmost barrel at 12 o'clock position, barrels axially loaded, lead weights on 
top of gun cradle, and muzzle restraint attached 
Vibration measurements for configuration I were only made in the horizontal direction (Y-axis), 
while both horizontal (Y-axis) and vertical (Z-axis) vibration measurements were made for 
configurations 2 and 3 
C. SHAKER EXCITATION 
Dynamic force was applied to the muzzle end of the gun using an Acoustics Power Source 
Perma-Dyne model 120S shaker and amplifier system. [Ref 6] The shaker was placed directly on 
the floor for the vertical (Z-axis) measurements; for horizontal (Y-axis) measurements it was 
suspended from a laboratory crane (see Figure 2-4). 
Figure 2-4 . Shaker Assembly for Horizontal Direction, Y-Axis 
A stinger assembly consisting ofa 213mm long. 10-32 threaded rod, locking nuts, and a 
Bruel ami Kjaer mocle18001 impedance head [Ref7] mounted on the shaker. The stinger serves 
to isolate the shaker from the structure, reduces added mass, and causes the force to be 
transmilled axially along the stinger, controHing the direction of the applied force more precisely 
[Ref3 J. The calibration sheet for the impedance head is given in Appendix H. The impedance 
head, used to measure the force to the driving point, is attached to a rectangular, aluminum plate 
(7mm x 48mm x 53mm) in a standard drive configuration In the center of the plate is a hole that 
was fitted over an expanding aluminum cylinder that was inserted into the hollow center of the 
locking lug which secures the muzzle clamp onto the end of the barrels [Ref 5]. The output of the 
impedance head's force gauge was amplified using an ENDEVCO model 277511. signal 
conditioner (Ref8] 
Excitation applied to the amplifier input consisted of a swept sinusoidal signal stepped 
from 5 to 50 Hz in 0. 11 liz increments for configuration 1 and from 5 to 125 Hz in 0.30 Hz 
increments for configurations 2 and 3 (12 1 Hz span divided by the 40] points per sweep, as .~et on 
the analyzer). The drive signal was supplied by a Hewlett -Packard 35665A 2-channd signal 
analyzer. The voltage applied was varied using the alliolevel feature of the analyzer; in this mode 
the signal output level is automatically adjusted so as to keep the amplitude of aile input channel 
within a specified range [Ref9l The reference input channel selected was channel I (force) in 
order to keep the force level at the impedance head constant. The drive signal was amplified by 
an Acoustics Power Systems model 114 power amplifier [Ref6], which has a fixed gain, operated 
in the voltage mode. The lower frequency limit of 5 Hz was chosen as there were no structural 
resonances below this frequency Removing the 0 to 5 Hz portion of the sweep reduced the 
measurement time significantly [Ref5]_ The upper frequency limit was chosen to observe the first 
three or four resonant peaks in the forced response of the gun, and so to provide an adequate set 
of data from which to extract modal parameters to compare with the finite element model results 
The measurement and input states of the analyzer are given in Appendix B 
D, ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS 
The acceleration response to the force applied by the shaker was measured with a PCB 
model 353844 accelerometer [Ref JOl- The accelerometer was sequentially mounted on cubes 
elamped to the gun barrel and to studs which had been cemented with epoxy to selected gun body 
locations. The cubes were machined and mounted so their faces (accelerometer mounting 
surfaces) were perpendicular to the three directions: horizontal (Y), vertical (Z). and axial (X) 
The response signal was amplified using a PCB model 482A I 7 preamplifier [Ref J 0] The 
calibration sheet for the accelerometer is given in Appendix I. 
Eight accelerometer locations along the barrel and gun body were chosen for 
configuration 1. One more accelerometer location, on the back end of the gun cradle, where the 
ball joint joins the base of the gun cradle, was added to configuration 2, for a total of nine 
accelerometer locations. Another two accelerometer locations on the muzzle restraint, were 
added for configuration 3, for a total of eleven accelerometers_ Figure 2-5 shows a back view of 
the accelerometer mount locations used in configurations 1,2, and 3. Figure 2-6 shows a front 
view of accelerometer mount locations used in configuration 3 Figure 2-7 shows a front view of 
accelerometer mount locations in configurations I and 2. 
\0 
Figure 2-5 Accelerometer Locations for Configurations (1),2, and J, Back View 
Figure 2-6_ Accelerometer Locations for Configuration 3, Front View 
Configuration 3 utilized the most accelerometer locations, and so these are described first 
For configuration 3 the first accelerometer location is at the base of the rear of the gun cradle, 
where the ball joint is attached to the back end of the cradle. The second location is on top of the 
ball joint housing. The third location is approximately mid-way along the gun body The fourth 
location is on the front part of the gun body. The fifth location is at the base of the topmost barrel, 
as close as possible to where the barrel insens into the stub rotof. The sixth location is on top of 
the muzzle restraint, where it anaches to the gun cradle The seventh location is on top of the 
Il 
topmost barrel, as close as possible to the mid-barrel clamp. The eighth location is at the center 
of the topmost barrel, between the mid-barrel and the muzzle restraint clamps_ The ninth location 
is on top of the topmost barrel, just behind the muzzle restraint clamp. The tenth location is on 
top of the muzzle restraint clamp. The eleventh location is on top of the aluminum plate attached 
to the impedance head (see Figure 2-4) 
Figure 2-7 Accelerometer Locations for Configurations (I) and 2, Front View 
For configuration 2, the accelerometer locations are essentially the same as for 
configuration 3, with the exception of the two blocks attached to the muzzle restraint (locations 6 
and 10 in Figure 2-6), which were not used in configuration 2. Configuration 1 accelerometer 
locations are identical to configuration 2, but the location at the rear of the cradle (location I in 
Figure 2-5) was not used, thus there were only eight locations 
E. FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS 
The force voltage signal from the impedance head's force gauge and the voltage signal 
from the accelerometer were respectively the inputs to channels 1 and 2 of the Hewlett-Packard 
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35665A dual-channel signal analyzer. The analyzer combined the two inputs in the frequency 
domain to obtain the frequency re~ponse, described below 
An efficient descriptor ofa linear system is a frequency domain model caned the 
frequency re~ponse function (FRF), and is defined as 
H(w).X(w), 
F{e) (2-1) 
It is the complex rat io of the output displacement, X(w), to the input force, F«o», as a function of 
frequency w. The function H( u) has a magnitudc j H( u) I and a phase angle <HI( w) '" ¢( w) 
{Ref4] In a so-called linear systcm H(w) may depend on the frequency w, but it is independent 
of either F(w) or X(w) 
In order to obtain the FRf of the gun system as a function of w , the acceleration 
measured with the accelerometer must be transformed into displacement. To achieve thi~ in the 
frequem:y domain requires the use of the equations of motion and some Fourier transformations 
The displa(;ement, xCt), and the acceleration, art), are related to their Fourier transforms, X(w) 











The Hewlett-Packard dual-channel analyzer can be sct to divide the measured acceleration 
frequency response by Uu) )2, thereby producing the displacement FRF, H(w) Figure 2-8 presents 
an example ofa displacement FRF measured by the fJ-P analyzer at the tip of the muzzle The dB 
magnitudes plotted in all FRF graphs presented in this thesis have not been corrected using the 
transducer calibration and amplifier gains For the FRF in dB re I mIN, add 28.7 dB to the plotted 
values. Displacement FRF's were recorded fo r the three configurat ions at all accelerometer 
locations and can be found in Appendices C through G 
Figure 2-8. Displacement FRF for Configuration I, Accelerometer Location & 
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Ill. FINITE EL£;\1ENT MODEL OVEHVIEW 
A. FL~ITI:: ELEMENT CONSTRUCTlO;"li 
Earlier !'<l'S efforts in modeling [he M61 Al gun employed the I-DEAS (Integrated 
Design Engineering Analysis) finite-clement code [Ref II ] Michael Hatch, a private consultant 
who assisted in constructing the initial finite clement model (FEM), created another model using 
the commercially available code ANSYS (Ref. Ill . ANSYS is currently the dominant finite 
element software utilized throughOlIl many industries world-wide. In addition, a muzzle restraint 
FEM was designed and implemented to observe and predict the behavior of the restrained 
PHALANX gun. The ANSYS code was employed for all finite-clement model analyses carried 
out in the present investigation 
1. Model Creation and Ovtrview 
Finite-element Model creation in ANSYS is a multi-step process First, the blue-prints of 
the actual gun arc used to create a drawing in an AUTOCAD file [Ref l3J- Top and side views 
of the various assemblies are drawn. As much detai l as practical is usually included to faithfully 
represent the physical object. Secondly, a local canesian coordinate system is defined for each 
gun sub-assembly. },'ext, finite-element "nodes" are chosen on the sub-assemblies to represent the 
boundaries ofthe finite elements used later to build the ful! model in ANSYS. Following this, the 
Canesian location of each node in the AUTOCAD model is written to an ASCII text file and 
tdited as necessary using a text editor known as "BRIEF" rRef 14]. This tile win become the 
ANSYS batch command script tile fo r performing finite-element analyses. ANSYS commands 
aTC added to the script tile to translate the node coordinates into various local and global 
coordinate systems and to generate additional nodes as required 
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At this point, the gun model exists as a collection of points or "nodes" only, Material 
types and parameters, elements, etc have yet to be defined, Standard ANS YS commands are 
added to the script file to define element types, material types, and real constants such as Young's 
modulus, density and element dimensions. Elements are defi ned by specifYing the bounding 
nodes, element type, and real constants. Constraints arc defined for various points on the model 
in order to specifY boundary conditions. These may include translational (X,Y,Z) or rotational 
(about a local or global coordinate system) to simulate realistic motion constraints (or freedom) of 
attachment points, barrels etc. The model gun is assumed to be attached to an "isogrid", a rigid 
and stationary structure, Finally, other standard ANSYS commands are used to optimize the 
model to conserve execution time 
Synthesis ofthe model gun involves entering Al"JSYS and importing the BRIEF file . A 
graphic representation of the model as it appears on the computer screen is shown in Figure 3-1 
Figure 3-1. Composite Model Gun 
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2. Element Types and Construction Materials 
ft. Element Typ(!s 
Six element types aTe used in the ANSYS FEM orthc M61 Al gun versus the five 
used in the I-DEAS version Figure 3-2 i l lu~trates these six clements along with the number of 
required, defming nodes and the structural/cartesian degrees uffreedom Table 3-1 and Appendix 
J list the applications oflhcse clement types to the sub-assemblies of the M61 Al gun 
b. Comotruetion IIJuteriu/s 
Three types of "materials" were used to construct the model Low-carbon steel, a 
fictitious near-zero density, finite stiffness material for rigid connections, and aluminum. Appendix 
J lists the material parameters such as Young's modulus, density and Tcal values such as the 
stiffness of the spring elements described in Table 3- L Low-carbon steel is utilized for all of the 
gun components Connections between barrels (beam elements) and their mating assemblies such 
as the muzzle clamp, mid-barrel clamp and stub rotor are modeled using rigid connections_ The 
muzzle-restraint version is modeled using aluminum for all but the bearings and bearing races, 
which are modeled with the low-carbon steel. For historic reasons, English units are used 
throughout the finite-element model for real constants such as stiffness and Young's modulus 
B. COMPLETED MODEL 
I. Um'estrained Gun 
Figures 3-3 through 3- \0 show a "step-by-step' appearance of the gun as it is constructed 
in ~'\JSYS from the BRIEF script file Figure 3-3 shows the solid elements of the rotor assembly 
Figure 3-4 is the completed stub rotor, which is the primaly attachment point of the barrel 
assembly In Figure 3-5, the rotor and stub rotor are joined In addition, the OUler race of the 18-
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Figure }·2. Element Types Used for M61 A I Finite Element Modeling 
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ball bearing assembly is shown. Its single row of 18 balls are modeled by linear springs, a~ seen 
earl ier in Table 3- 1. This bearing assembly is the first point of support for the ro tor inside of the 
gun body/ housing (See Figure 3-1). Figure 3-6 shows a rear-view of the rotor/stub rotor 
Assembly with its three "needle" bearings spaced 120 degrees apart. These are modeled as linear 
springs, and fOlm the second critical point of support for the rotor by the gun body_ The 
composite of the rotor, stub rOlOr, gun body and recoil ears is seen in Figure 3-7. The recoil ears 
and the ball joint, shov.Tl in a rcar-vicw of the gun body, fonn the three support/attachment points 
of the entire gun model to the isogrid. The ball joint is modeled as an octagon of solid elements 
to which arc attached four springs joined at the center (isogrid attachment). Two of these springs 
are in the vert ical (global Z) direction, wIllIe the remaining two are oriented horizontally (global 
Y) 
figure 3+3 . Rotor Solid Efements 
Figure 3--4 . Stub Rotor Assembly 
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Figure 3-5. Rotor/Stub Rotor Assembly 
~~i~;"·~ I ~ ~---
Baa...... I 
+ Ball Joint 
® 
Figure 3-6. Rear View of Rotor/ Stub Rotor Assembly 
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Figure 3-7. Complete Gun Body and Rotor Assembly 
Figure 3-8 Rear of Gun Body Showing Ball Joint 
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Figure 3-9, Mid-Barrel Clamp 
Figurt 3- 10. Barrels with Mid-Barrel and Muzzle Clamps 
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The remaining portion or the ANSYS model consists orthe six barrel assemblies and their 
corresponding clamps, which act to lie each or the six barrels into a unit, Figure 3-9 is 11 view of 
the mid-barrel clamp. A complete view orthe six barrels and the mid-barrel and muzzle clamp are 
shown in Figure 3-10 
2. Gun With Muzzle Reslnlint 
The model orthe unrestrained gun discussed above was modified by adding finite-element 
components orlhe production muzzle restraint used cUITcntly in the fleet [Ref. 15] . The upper 
support ann is created using solid elements for the support grid or web (dark area in Figure 3-1 I) 
and shell elements for the smooth outer surfaces. The muzzle support ring uses solid elements for 
the bulk or the stmcture and a single-row ball-bearing scI-up similar to [he one u~ed in [he 
Ro[or/Gun Body assembly_ However, different stiffnesses for the springs arc provided for the 
venieal and horizontal directions versus the isolropieally stiff ball bearing assembly used in the 
gun rotoribody _ The lower four struts are modeled using pipe elements with inside and outside 
diameters equal to the actual component. The apex of the upper support and [he four ~[ruts arc 
attached to the presumed infinitely stiffisogrid Figure 3-12 is a complete view of the restrained 
M61Al gun 
Figure 3 _1 I Muzzle Restraint Assembly 
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Figure 3- 12 Restrained M6 1AI PHALANX Gun 
C. ANSYS POST-RUN ANALYSIS 
Once a finite-element model is created within ANSYS, several types of analysis may be 
conducted. These include modal analysis, hannonic analysis, transient analysis, and animation of 
the mode shapes_ Since the vibrational behavior of the gun is of primary interest, only modal 
analysis, hannonic analysis and modal animation were used in this investigation 
I. Modal Analysis and Animation 
Calculation of the natural mode frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes is the first 
step in computing the vibrational behavior of the entire M61AI PHALANX gun_ As detailed in 
Reference [11], this corresponds to the calculation of the eigenvalues (natural frequencies) and 
eigenvectors (eigenfunctions) which yield the mode shapes (displacements) of the vibration 
Determination of the mode shapes is also known as "mode expansion" in ANSYS terminology 
The number of desired modes and mode shapes are selectable within the ANSYS software . For 
this investigation, only the first twenty to fifty modes were explored, since program execution 
time is proponional 10 Ihe number of modes "expanded." 
Vibrational mode types observed using this model include venical and horizontal 
displacement-type, axial (recoil- like effect of the gun), and torsional (or twisting) of the barrel 
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assemblies about the X (axial) axis Only th~ vertical and horizontal displacements are of interest, 
since their contributions dominate the bullet dispersion effect 
Once the mode shapes are found, they may be displayed as Slatic views, or they may be 
"animated" by computing a series of "stills" for a numb!:f ofphascs of each mode These are 
stored in a graphics fite. Display of these frames in rapid succession produces a "canoon-like" 
animation of each mode shape. The animation views chosen in this investigation are isomctn(; 
2. Harmonic Analysis 
Once the modes ofvihration are determined, it is useful to explore the harmonic response 
of the model gun to applied forces in the V-and Z-(horizontal and horizontal) directions. This 
aUows determination and confirmation of whieh modes are present in each cartesian direction 
Since the goal of this investigation is to validate the model against experimemaUy-determined 
modes for a laboratory gun, the point of excitation (point of force application) and the response 
points should closely match thuse chosen in the experimcntallaburatory gun 
In order to match the experimental set-up discussed in Chapter II, a numt:rical "force" of 
one pound was applied to the FEM Node 5443, which is close to the center of the forward 
portion of the muzzle clamp assembly. This "force" was applied first horizontally and then 
vertically to simulate the laboratory excitat ion ufthe actual gun. ANSYS calculated the hannonic 
response for five points along the length of the top-most barrel (at lop dead center) These points 
were nearly identical to thuse chosen for the true gun discussed in Chapter II 
os 
Element Designation Description 
BEA.\'14 3-0 Elastic Beam 
COMBlNI4 SpringlDamper 
MASS2! Structural Mass 
P1PE!6 Elastic Straight Pipe 
SHELL63 Elastic Shell 
SOUD45 Structural Solid 
Usage in Model 
Gun Barrels 
Bearings and Joints 
Muzzle End of Barrels 
Barrels at Stub Rotor End, 
Muzzle Restraint Support 
Arms 
Stub Rotor, Muzzle Restraint 
Upper Support Cladding, 
Muzzle Clamp, Ball Bearing 
Races 
Stub Rotor, Mid-Barrel 
Clamp, Muzzle Clamp, Rotor 
and Gun Body, Muzzle 
Restraint Upper Support Ann 
Grid 
Table 3-1 Element Types and Usages in ANSYS Finite-Element Model 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. INTRODlJ CTION 
When conducting a modal analysis of a system, one generally assumes thallhc structure 
being tested behaves linearly, so that the response is proportionailo the excitation IRef 3} This 
implies that the measured frequency response functions (FRF's) are not dependent on the 
excitation . Before conducting a modal analysis oflhe PHALANX gun system, two tC!>1S were 
conducted to validate the linearity assumption, First, frequency response functions (FRF's) were 
recorded and (;Qrnpared with and without the axial load sct-back previously discussed in Chapler 
II, Second, frequency response funct ions were recorded for a range of voltages applied to the 
shaker [Ref6]. The results of linearity testing are discussed in the next section 
After testing the gun for non-linearities, frequency response nlllctions (FRF's) wcre taken 
for all five contigurations by the H-P analyzer The results are summarized in section C. The 
complete record ofFRF's for all five configurations can be found in Appendices C through G 
Each appendix has the FRF analyzer traces recorded for each configuration_ The importance of 
these traces is that they were the data sources used to identify the resonance peaks, from which 
curve fit bands (to detennine modal parameters) were selected (see Appendix A) 
Following the recording ofFRF's, these were analyzed using STARModal [RefJ6] and 
modal frequencies and mode shapes were obtained. These are presented in sections 0 and E. 
These modal parameters and the display of the modes in animation were compared with the mode 
frequencies and shapes obtained using the finite-element model (FEM) discussed in Chapter V 
Appendices C through G show the modal shapes derived by ST AlU.1odai and tables of amplitudes 
and phase angles for each mode for all five configurations 
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B, LiNEARITY RESPONSE TESTING 
In the first sel of linearity tests, frequency response function (FRF) measurements taken 
without and with an axial load applied to the gun were compared_ The same excitation force level 
was applied to the shaker for both gun arrangements and the FRF was measured for the 
accelerometer located at the drive point (see Figure 2-4). Figure 4-1 shows the FRF's for both 
gun arrangements, with and without the axial load . The similarity between the two traces shows 
that the dependence of the modal response on the gun axial load is small. All discrepancies were 
small compared to the levels of prominent peaks for the measured frequency range_ These results 
are consistent with prior r-.'PS experiments conducted on the PHALANX gun [Ref 5 J 
Figure 4-1 FRF's Recorded With (Top) and Without (Bottom) Gun Axial Load 
In the second set oflinearity tests, various force levels were applied to the barrel-tip and 
the resulting FRF's were recorded . The observed frequencies for each mode were tabulated for 
each fo rce level. Table 4- 1 lists the frequency observed for each mode for the force level given 
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The lowest force level was 0 5 N and the highest was 7,0 N, The lower force level limit was 
chosen because it was the lowest level at which noise in the system is negligible; the upper limit 
was the force lewl at which the ENDEVCO signal conditioner started to overload 
Mode 0.5 N 1.0 N 2.0 N 30 N 40'" 5.0 N 1) 0 N 70 N 
11.().1 11.08 10.,,)7 11.01 1093 10.94 11 02 10,91 
17.05 16.59 16,56 16.48 16.47 16.45 16.48 164 1 
3J.62 3080 29,02 28.96 28.61 27,98 2734 26.84 
Table 4-1, Frequencies for Each Mode in Hz for Varying Force Levels 
Figure 4-2 is a graphic representation of table 4-1 and shows the modal frequency progression for 
each force level. Mode 3 shows the only significant variat ion in modal frequency with force . It is 
concluded that the PHALANX gun system behaves practically as a linear system for the forces in 
exccss of ahout 2 N . For this reason the force level chosen to conduct the remaining experiments 
was4N 
The results of these two tests confinned the assumption that the PHAl .. ANX gun system 
behaves practically linearly under test conditions 
Figure 4-2 Frequency vs Force Level 
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C. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION RECORDING 
l. Configuration 1 
A measurement set of eight FRF 's representing data taken from each accelerometer 
location was recorded for configuration L Configuration I was only tested in the horizontal 
direction (Y-axis). The reason for this was that during testing it was discovered that there was 
excessive vibration of the gun cradle (isogrid). Significant vibration of the cradle in the lab is 
undesirable because it is not representative of the vibration of an actual gun cradle structure, 
which is bolted to the deck of a ship_ To simulate the rigidity provided by a gun cradle bolted to 
the ship, six lead storage canisters weighing a to tal of approximately twelve hundred pounds 
were placed on top of the gun cradle_ This additional weight provided sufficient rigidity to the 
gun cradle structure in the lab and its vibration was drastically reduced 
Appendix C shows the FRF's and modal parameters found for configuration I using 
STARModaL These results were not used to validate the finite-element model. 10 monitor the 
vibration of the gun cradle, an additional accelerometer mount was added to the back end of the 
gun cradle for test configurations 2 and 3 
2. Configurations 2 and 3 
A measurement set of nine FRF's representing data taken from each accelerometer 
location was recorded for confi guration 2 in both directions, horizontal (Y-axis) and vertical (Z-
axis). A measurement set of eleven FRF's representing data taken from each accelerometer 
location was recorded for configuration 3 in both directions Appendices 0 through G 5how all 
the FRF's for configurations 2 and 3 for both directions 
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Since there arc over forty FRFs for both configurations, one was chosen as an example 
Figures 4-3 through 4-5 show the FRF's ohtained for configuration 2, vertical direction (Zaxis) 
(Again, add 28 7 dB to these to obtain the FRF in dB rc lmIN). Three frequency response 
resonance peaks were identified using the H-P analyzer for accelerometer location 9, which is at 
the drive point The flTst peak occurs at about 20 Hz, the second at about 70 Hz, and the third at 
about I \0 Hz. These three peaks are present at approximately the same frequency in the FRF's 
for all other accelerometer locations. Note that the shape oreaeh resonance peak remains well 
defined for all accelerometer locations 
Figure 4-3 FRF's Recorded for Configuration 2, Z-Direction, Accelerometer Locations 1-3 
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Figure 4-4 FRF's Recorded for Configuration 2, Z-Direc!ion, Accelerometer Locations 4-7 
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Figure 4-5 FRF's Recorded for Configuration 2, Z-Direction, Ac(.;eJerOnleter Locations 8-9 
D. MODAL PARAMETEnS EXTRACTED BY STARMODAL 
Table 4-2 sUnlmarizt, the modal frequencies and percent of critical damping that 
STARModal extracted from tht data taken for the thrtt: configurations for all accelerometer 
locations. The corresponding modt: shapes can be found in Appendices C through G , Three 
MODE CONFIG I CONFIG 2 CONFIG2 CONFIG3 CONFIG3 
Y-DIR Y-DIR Z-DIR Y-Dill. Z-DIR 
Freq %Dmp Freq %Dmp Freq %Dmp Fc", %Dmp Frt:q %Dmp 
11.09 0.80 14.73 5.14 20.25 lOS 16.44 600 28.84 7.47 
16.69 2,19 48 ,61 11.72 69 ,68 4,1] 41.74 542 44 ,69 5.64 
28 .69 2.71 97 ]7 6.52 \09.64 5.18 71.4] 10 17 76,S7 5.29 
10]] I 2.66 101.]6 ] ,08 
Table 4-2 Modal Frequencies and Percent of Critical Damping for Each Configuration 
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modal frequencies were identified for configuration 2 in the frequency range of 5 I-Iz to 125 Hz 
Four modal frequencies wt:re idt:ntified for configuration 3. Nott: that the fundamental freque ncy 
for the horizontal direction (Y-axis) is lowt:r than for the venical direction (Z-axis) This is the 
case also for configuration 3. It is worth noting that the same was found for the modal 
frequencies calculated using the finite-elt:ment model (Chapter VI) For the Z-axis, the modal 
frequencies obtained are consistent with previous expt:riments conducted on the same gun 
assembly [Ref 5]. 
E. MODAL SHAPES OBTAINED BY STARMODAL 
Moda[ shapes derived by ST ARModa[ and a table of amplitudes and phase angles are 
included in Appendices C through G They arc arranged in numerical order. Again, configuration 
2, venica! direction (Z-axis) is chosen as an example. Figures 4-6 through 4-8 show the mode 
shapes and frequencies for configuration 2 (Z-axis) (the amplitude scale is arbitrary) Three 
modes were identified in the measured frequency range 
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Figure 4-7. Configuration 2, Second Z· Mode: 69.68 Hz 
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Figure 4-8 Configuration 2, Third Z-Mode: 10964 Hz 
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The mode shapes derived by ST ARModal can be animated so that they can be compared 
with those obtained using the finite-element analysis (FEM) method_ This comparison is one of 
the main tools in validating the results obtained by computer simulation. Chapter V discusses the 
results of several attempts to correlate the experimentally measured and fmite-element model 
calculated modal parameters 
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v. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL CORRELATION 
A. INTRODUCTIOl\" 
The experimental results reported in the previous chapter show the frequency uflhe first 
Y-Axis bending mode of lhe laboratory gun occurs at about 14 Hz. However, the original 
(unvalidated) ANSYS modd calculated a first Y -a)(is bending mode frequency at about 29 Hz, 
nearly twice the observed value. Computed frequencies of higher-order modes were also at least 
twice as high as those observed in the laboratory experiments discussed in Chapter IV. Therefore, 
the final objective in this investigation is to modify the original unvalidated ANSYS finite -element 
model to obtain results which closely match the experimentally observed modal parameters 
obtained in the laboratory. This chapter describes efforts to determine values for the most 
important parameters in the finite element model, namely the ball joint, needle bearing and ball 
bearing stiffnesses, in order to obtain the best agreement with experiments 
B, PRELIMINARY MODIFICA nONS 
Before investigating critical stiffnesses, several unrelated ANSYS command script file 
modifications were made which were not related to these stifrnesses_ Changes were required to 
update the ANSYS command syntax and to correct the boundary conditions orthe original 
model to emulate the laboratory gun 
The finite element model created in 199) by Mike Hatch used the 4 4a version of ANSYS 
fRef 171_ The Physics Department Phalanx Gun Lab received the subsequent A."ISYS 5,0 
version [Ref. 12J in the Summer of 1995 . Several weeks of preliminary work involved changing 
much of the command syntax within the two-thousand line ANSYS batch command script 
(BRIEF text liIe) to retlect the changes in the new version of the ANSYS software 
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Additional modifications were made in order to make the model more closely agree with 
the laboratory arrangement. For example, a portion of the script which "couples" several node3 in 
the rotor/gun body a3sembly to simulate the pneumatic motor-to-gear drive engagement which 
rotates each of the six barrels into firing position on an operational PHALANX system, was 
deleted, This was done because the laboratory gun does not have a drive motor or dril,ing gear 
assembly and is free to rotate about the x-axis, The removal of this rotational constraint results in 
a rigid-body "pure rotational" mode of zero frequer,>;y. which will be seen later in the chapter. In 
addition, rotational constraints about the y-axis were deleted for the original model of the recoil 
adapter-to-isogrid nodes to better simulate the pin-and-clevis attachment points foun d in the 
laboratory and operational gun 
C. INVESTIGATIONS OF CRITICAL STIFFNESSES: UNRESTRAINED GUN 
1. Stiffness Modifications by Trial and Error Using Y Bending Mod e Frequencies 
The only parameters of the finite-element model which were considered not well known 
were the stiffness values of the three bearing assemblies: the ball bearing, needle bearing, and ball 
joint The values initially chosen were based on the simulation ofbcaring properties given bearing 
size, number of balls, bearing loads, etc. Five cases were considered in investigating the 
stiffnesses of the bearings. Case 1 has the unmodified (original) model stiffnesses_ In cases 2,3 
and 4, one and only one of the three bearing stiffnesses was reduced by a factor ofa 100, In case 
5, all three bearing stiffnesses were simultaneously reduced by a factor of 100, These cases are 
summanud in Table 5-1 and their effects on the modal frequencies are discussed below 
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Case Ball Joint Ntedle Bearing Ball Bearing 
442 .50 1220,0 856.61 
4.4250 1220,0 856.61 
442,50 12.20 856,61 
442,50 1220.0 8.5700 
4.42 12.2 8.57 
Table 5-1 Reduced Bearing Stiffness Cases (klb/in) 
Table 5-2 shows a synopsis of the A'NSYS results for the modal frequencies for the first 
three Y bending modes for the five cases, Note that only reducing the needle bearing stiffness 
(case 3) has a drastic etTect on the frequency of the first Y bending mode Reducing only the bal! 
bearing stiffness (case 4) tends to have a greater effect on the frequency of the second Y bending 
mode, but not on the first Reducing only the ball joint stiffness (case 2) greatly affects all three 
bending mode frequencies Reducing all three stitTnesses by a factor or 100 (case 5) produces the 
best agreement with the experiment, especially for the second and third Y bending mode 
frequencies 
Mode No. Y·Modal Frequencies 
E:\pFreq Case I Casel CaseJ Case 4 Case 5 
14,7 28 ,6 16,2 16.9 19 10.3 
51,77 103 I 86 ,6 95 .6 77,2 50.3 
9L57 150A 108,9 124,2 122 91.3 
Table 5-2, Modal Frequencies for Stiffness Cases 
/~ _7;C/ 7/ 
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Table 5-3 Final Bearing Stiflnesses 
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The detenninatian affmal stiffness values for the three bearings was accomplished more 
or less by "trial and error" in the observation of over fiAy r\J'\'SYS FEM iterations using various 
combinations of bearing stiffness. Although st iffness values in the range of several thousand lb/in 
seemed extremely low far a structure such as the M6l Al gun, these greatly reduced values 
produced modal frequencies and mode shapcs which were much more consistent with both 
previous and current experimental data 
2, StifTness Mod ifications: Matrix Mrthod Using Y Bending Mode Frequencies 
Another mcthod investigatt:d for estimating the stiffncss values for all three bearing 
asscmblies involved using a "matrix method" to linearly extrapolate the required changes to the 
original model stifl'nesses for each bearing. One at a time, thc stiffnesses for each bearing 
assembly were reduced by a factor of ten from the original values, in three steps. Figure 5-1 
shows a plot ofthcse results. A lotal of nine modal analyses were conducted using the A.l\[SYS 
FEM and the corresponding modal frequencies were recorded The ratios of the changes (from 
original) in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Y modal frequencies to the changes in each stiffness were used to 
create a 3X3 derivative matrix This matrix is shown in equation 5-1, where the numerator 
subscripts 1,2, and 3 denote tht: mode number. The units are Hz/(1b/in) In the denominator, these 




~sJ ~,2 ~,3 
28Ae ·6 f" 11"6J ~/2 ~/2 ;/2 6.2e -6 38 .8e-6 30.42e ·6 (Hz/(lhlinch», ~sJ ~s2 ~,3 (5~ I) 2.0e-6 94.7e -6 33 Ae-6 
~f3 ~f3 ~f3 
~sl ~" t..s3J 41 
Assuming a linear relat ion between cJl~nges in stiffness ~nd ch~nges in modal frequencies, the 
inverse of this matrix may be used to estimate the changes in bearing stiffnesses required to 
change the modal frequencies by a certain amount, as shown in Equation 5-2 
~:;J -~;~ ;~ 
'13 '13 
tJ.sl tJ.s2 





~"j [.12'5 -.221" -.846" ., tJ.sl • -. 9Ie5 -.146e5 .438e5 
tJ.s3 .525c5 .5Gc5 -.3g7c5 




Taking afl = -13 .9 Hz, .tJ.f2= "5U. Hz, A£1=· Sgg Hz, (Experimental values. minus Case I), 
the changes for needle bearing, ball joint and ball bearing stiffness computed using this procedure 
are, respectively 
asl = 1.77e6 (lb/in), tJ.s2 ;"· -.56e6 (Iblln), as3 = -\ .33e6 (lb/in) The resulting values for the 
stiffnesses are sl=2.9ge6 (lb/in), s2"'-1.2Ie5 (lblln), s3=-4.77e5 (lb/in) 
Table 5-3 shows a comparison of the original and calculated stiffness values Clearly 
negative values for stiffness cannot be correct. We conclude that the gun system is not 
sufficiently linear to us this method with only one iteration. Additionally, given the amOlint of 
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error in the original stiffness values, it is questionable whether this method would ever work at all 
A multi-iterative process is required. Each iteration requires a day of execution time, therefore 












Table 5-4 Comparison of Extrapolated Stiffnesses With Original Values 
3, Anisotropy of Ball Joint Assembly; Further Stiffness Modilications hy Trial and 
Error Using Z Bending Mode Frequencies 
Because the bearing assemblies were modeled as isotropic elements within ANS YS, the 
modal frequencies and shapes for both the horizontal (Y) and venical (2) directions are nearly 
identical (within 2 Hz). Observed experimental values reponed in Chapter IV and Appendix 0 
show that such isotropic modal behavior does not occur in thl;! actual gun. Corresponding 
horizontal and venical modes may differ in frequency as grl;!atly as 20 Hz. Once correlation in the 
horizontal direction was obtainl;!d, further investigation into the construction of the bearing 
assemblies was required to ascenain the cause of the anisotropic behavior The most likely source 
to consider is the baH joint. [t is modeHcd a.~ an octagon of solid clements which servt: as 
connection points for lour onhogonal linear springs (see Chapter III). The ball joint of the actual 
gun contains a "notch" which is cast into the bottom of the joint. The effect of this is reduced 
stiffness in the vertical direction Several ANSYS modal analyses were carried out in which the 
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two horizontal springs (Y-axis) and the lower spring oriented in the vert ical direction (Z-axis) 
were reduced by a factor of fitly as compared to the upper spring, This effort brought the 
frequencies of the first three Z-bending modes within a reasonable range of the experimental 
values These values are shown in Table 5-3 
4. Final Stiffness Values and Resulting Modal Frequencies 
The resulting modal frequencies, mode types and mode shapes are detailed in Table 5-4 
and Figure 5-2 through Figure 5-7 for the final stiffness values reported above fo r the unrestrained 
gun. Note that only bending modes arc considered in Figures 5-2 through 5-7, since these are the 
only displacements measured by experiment in Chapter IV and are assumed to be responsible for 
some portion of projectile dispersion phenomenon 
Elpcrimcntal Mudf' Type 
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) 
R"lat;l~la l (pure) 
14.73 1st Y (Lateral) 
15.33 islA,,;al 
20,25 1!I.7iJ IstZ (Elcv31 Lon ) 
1st Torsion 
51.77 51 ,767 2nd Y (Lal~r3l) 
77.540 2ndZ (ElevatLon) 
9 1.57 91.S68 1rd Y (Lat~'ral ) 
109,7 3rdZ (Elevation) 
123,24 2nd A"i<ll 
Table 5-5 Modal Frequencies for Final Bearing Stillness 
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Figure 5-2 . 1st Y Mode: l3 _62 Hz 
L-______________________ ~ 
Figure 5-3 2nd Y Mode: 5177Hz 
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Figure 5-4 , 3rd Y Mode: 91.57 Hz 
Figure 5-5 . 1st Z Mode: IS,71 Hz 
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Figure 5-6. 2nd Z Mode: 77 .54 Hz 
FigurcS-7. 3rdZModc: 114 .SJHz 
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The extremely low bearing stifi'nesses required to obtain such closely matching results is 
felt to be primarily due to the modeling oftne gun body assembly. Figure 5-8 is the hlue-print of 
the gun body assembly foun d in the actual M6IA] gun, Note the many cut-outs and 
reinforcements which arc cast or machined into the real gun body for attachment of other 
assemblies, access, elc. Such provisions result in a structure which is much less rigid than a solid-
cylinder such as represented in the finite-clement model. (See Figures 3-7 and 3-8). Therefore, 
bearing assembly stiffness must be lowered drastically within the model to account for the absence 
ofdetaij and realistic gun body rigidity 
Figure 5-8, Actual M61 AI Gun Body Assembly 
D. HARMONIC RESPONSE: UNRESTRAINED GUN 
The uti lity of harmonic analysis was discussed in Chapter III Figures 5-9 and 5-10 show 
the harmonic response at the barrel-tip of the (fmal) model gun to an applied force of one pound 
at the node closest to the center oflhe muzzle clamp (node 5443), Five percent damping was 
used, as this is the average value of damping observed in the experimental data rep0l1ed in 
Chapter IV Appendix J shows the harmonic response for this and other points (nodes) of the 
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model gun selected to correspond as closely as possible to the measurement point s. The modes 
that are excited conespond to those shown in Table 5-4 and Figures 5-2 through 5-7. T he peak at 
40 Hz in Figure 5-9, labeled with a "T " occurs due to the excitation of the first torsional mode 
fhis mode is excited because the force (at node 5443), is not applied along the centerline of the 
gun (X-axis) 
Figures 5-9 and 5-10 also show the expcrimental FRF (transfer function) and FEM 
harmonic response plots at the barrel-tip. The torsional mode at 40 Hz is not excited. The mode 
at about 50 Hz in the FRF is the second Y -modc. It is not visible in the computer response. The 
right hand side of each experimental FRF graph is marked with the displacement value for a 1 Ib 
(4.5 N) applied force Note that the first two modes ("IR and "2" the Figures 5-8 and 5-10) for 
Figure 5-9 Horizontal (Y) FEM (top) and FRF Harmonic Response (bottom) 
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FREwtNCY, H, 
Figure 5-10. Vertical (Z) FEM (top) and FRF Harmonic Response (bottom) 
both the horizontal and vertical directions show a good match in both frequency and magnitude 
(within a factor of2) 
E. MODAL BEHAVIOR-RESTRAINED GUN 
A modal analysis of the gun with the addition of the muzzle rest raint was conducted using 
the best values of bearing stiffness. as described in the previous section Table 5-5 shows the 
frequencies of the first three vertical modes of vibration found by ANSYS as compared to the 
experimental values found in Chapter IV. There is great disagreement in the results. Potential 
reasons for this are several First, it is suspected that a portion of these discrepancies arc the 
so 
result ofbarrc1-tip droop which occurs when the muzzle restraint is installed As an example, the 
barrel tip was displaced by 0,2 millimeters downward when the restraint was added for the second 
set of experimental measurements. Such displacements effectively "pre-load" all of the bearings in 
the gun, which in [UrI] could alter their ~tiffnesses and also their modal behavior, The ANSYS 
finite-element model does not account for this effect To eliminate droop as a potential cause of 
disagreement between the experimental and finite-element results, the muzzle restraint must be 
installed and adjusted so that the barrel tips arc not displaced from their unrestrained 
configuration, Second, the attachment points of the mU7zle restraint on the laboratory gun use a 
pin-and-clevis arrangement, At least two of theses points demonstrated "play" in excess of I 
millimeter, The FEM assumes that aU attachment points are perfectly rigid 
Vertical (Z) Modes FEM(HZ) Experimental Values 
60,7 27,2 
88,7 44 ,6 
94,7 76,7 





Experimental and tinite-element modal analysis of a PHALANX gun assembly were 
conducted in the laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate SchooL The main goals ofthe~c 
investigations were to provide an experimental sel armadal parameters and to validate (and 
modify as appropriate) the tillite-element model (FEM), The investigations were conducted with 
and without the production muzzle restraint used currently in the fleet 
The resulting correlation between the laboratory measurements and finite-element model 
calculations of gun modal parameters, ie. frequencies and mode shapes, in the unrestrained 
condition is encouraging. A visual comparison orlhe modes was made by simultaneously 
examining both the computed FEM and STARModal animated mode shapes. Modal frequencies 
and shapes match very closely, although phase dilTerences may be noted between the FEM and 
experimental mode-shape plots_ Table 6-1 shows a comparison between the experimental and 
finite-clement modal frequencies _ Five of the six frequencies shown correlate well ( within eight 
percent), but this was obtained only by using low stiffness values for the bearings as described in 
Chapter V 1n addition, the resonance peaks in the FEM hannonic analysis plots closely match 
the experimental FRF plots in both frequency and magnitude. [n the case of the gun with muzzle 
restraint, agreement between the experimental and finite-element results was poor. It is suspected 
that this is due to "play" in the aetual muzzte restraint mounting system which is not modeled by 
the finite-element model 
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Mode Frequency (Hz). Frequency (Hz). % Difference 
Experimental FEM 
First Horizontal (Y) 14,73 13 .62 7.5 
Second Horizontal (Y) 51,77 48.61 6.1 
Third Horizontal (Y) 91.57 97.37 6.3 
First Vertical (Z) 20,25 18.71 7.6 
Second Vertical (Z) 69.83 77. 56 11.1 
Third Vertical(Z) 1097 114.53 4.4 
Table 6-1 . Comparison of Experimental and Finite-Element Results (Unrestrained) 
B. SUGGESTIONS FOR FOLLOW-ON INVESTIGATIONS 
The finite-element model should be improved so that the gun body assembly closely 
matches the actual gun. This would entail detailed measurements and modeling of the various 
cut-outs and reinforcements described above. This would allow the inclusion of more reasonable 
figures for bearing stiffuess. such as the original values found in Appendix 1. A more disciplined 
method, of obtaining "exact" values might then be used with greater reliability. 
The restrained gun presents an even more challenging problem. Measurements of the 
barrel-tip position should be taken in the unrestrained condition. Once the restraint is installed, it 
should be adjusted to return the barrel tips to their known, unrestrained displacement FEM 
correlation could then be pursued using the unrestrained bearing stiffness values. 
Finally, the elTects of intentional misadjustment of the muzzle restraint could be explored 
on the experimental modal behavior of the gun. This would readily demonstrate the ramifications 
of improper installatiOn/adjustment of the restraint by fleet personnel. Modal measurements could 
be taken in a variety of "dis toned" configurations to identifY the impact of such scenarios. 
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APPEKDlX A. STARMODAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
A. STARMODAt SOFTWARE 
The frequency response spectra taken at all accelerometer locations for each 
configuration were translated into files that could be read by the Structural Measurement 
Systems (SMS) Structural Testing, Analysis, and Reporting (STAR) System [Ref 161 
software using STAR's Disk Translator 
ST ARModal is one in a series of STAR System soilware products for testi ng and 
analyzing the dynamics of mechanical S\lUctures. It uses the FRF method to identify 
modal parameters and display the modes in animation The FRF can either be imported 
directly via GPIB (IEEE488) interface bus or from disk storage 
The complete STARModal procedure from input of disk storage data to animation 
of structure modes can be found in Reference 16 
B. STARMODAL DATA PROCESSING 
Using the FRF method, STARModal identifies the modal parameters ofa 
structure. Frequency response functions made with the H-P signal analyzer arc first stored 
on disk, then translated into STAR-compatible files by the disk transla tor for processing 
During processing. an analytical model of the FRF is fit (in a least-squares sense) to the 
measured data and, as a result. the modal parameters are identified This is the curve 
fitting process. (Ref 4] (Ref 5] 
The procedure to identify modal parameters has several major steps They arc 
outlined in Table A- I. [Ref5] 
Tht firs! step in the modal parameter identification proCtSS is tht determination of 
how many modes are present in the frequency range of the data. Each mode is 
represented by a ptak in the dala, called a resonance peak . There should be a peak at 
approximately the same frequency in the FRF for every measurement location. If a 
measurement point is at or near a node of a cel1ain mode, where the mode shape is <!ero, 
the FRF will not show (much of) a peak for that mode. Ifa peak at a pal1icular frequency 
is negligible or absent for a significant fraction ofFRFs, modal parameters will not be 
identified by ST ARModal for that peak and there will not be a one-to-one correspondence 
between resonance peaks and modes. A local mode is one for which a modal peak does 
not apptar in a large number of measurements, i.e. a mode with zero shape for many 
measurement locations. [Ref 5] 
Table A- l. Major Steps of Parameter Identification in STAR 
I Identify the number of modes in the measurements both visually and with STAR's 
Modal Peaks function 
2 Set up curve fitting bands; this entails bracketing a frequency band for one or more 
modes, setting a mode number range, and selecting a curve fitting method 
3 Use the Autofit feature in STAR to perform a simultaneous curve fit to data in the 
selected bands for all FRF's 
Next is the bracketing of curve fitting bands, each band representing the width, or 
frequenc y range, of a resonance peak. The hand-selected data for ail measurement 
locations will be simultaneously curve fit to analytic expressions for the FRF's using one of 
the methods offered by ST ARl\.10dal 
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In the third step the user executes the STARModal autolit feature which performs 
the curve titting The data are fit to a polynomial fimction using the Rational Fraction 
Least Squares (RFLS) method. The modal frequencies, mode shapes, and the percent of 
critical damping (the modal parameters) for each mode arc calculated These values are 
stored in a table to be used in the animation display 
Examination of the results entails nothing more than clicking on the Show 
Structure command in the gateway menu. The stmcture is automatically presented in 
the animation window, waving in its first mode 
A complete description of the use of ST AR.Madal to accomplish parameter 
identification can be found in Rcfcrem.:c 16 
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APPENDIX B. ANALYZER INPUT AND MEASUREMENT STATES 
The input and measurement stales oflhe HP 35665A analyzer used in this investigation 
are induded to facilitate replication oflhe experiment. The measurement state includes the 
excitation characteristics as well as the analyzer display layout 
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Figure B-1. Measurement State for H-P Analyzer During Data Collection 
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Figure B-2 Input State for H-P Analyzer During Data Collection 
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APPENDIX C. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS A~D MODAL SHAPi:S }'OR 
CONFIGURATION I, Y·DIRECTION 
Ciun configuration I, V-direction, had the topmost barrel at top dead center, a static load 
pulling back on the stub rotor to simulate the load during firing. no lead weights on lop of the gun 
cradle, and no muzzle restraint 
Figures Co l and C-2 show the frequency response functions (FRF) (horizontal 
displacementlhorizontal force) measured fo r accelerometer locations 1 through 8 for this 
configuration The dB magnitudes ploued in the FRF graphs have not been corrected using the 
transducer calibration and amplifier gains For the FRF's in dB re I miN, add 28 .7 dB to the 
plotted values 
STARModal identified three modes (Figures C-3 to C-6) in the 0-50 Hz excitation range 
for this configuration. The numbers on the shape plots are displacement in arbitrary units 
rable C-l lists the amplitudes and phase angles computed by STARModal for 
configuration 1 
Gl 





_ _ _ ~=I 
Figure C-2 FRF's Recorded for Configurat ion I, Y -Direction, Accelerometer Locations 5-1l 
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Figure C-3. Configuration I, Geometry 
Figure C-4. Configuration I, First Y-Modc: I i ,09 Hz 
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Figure C-S Configuration 1, Second Y -Mode: 16.69 Hz 
// ,- };:t,,, 3 .. -9 
!.t><l'i~n-9 
Figure C-6 Configuration 1, Third Y-Mode 2R.69Hz 
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Mode Accelerometer Relative Relative 
Location Amplitude Phase Angle 
1.94e-9 111.47 
3.40e-9 116.68 
4.8 Ie-9 124.64 




35.37e-9 115 ,52 






97.16e-9 55 .57 
103.0ge-9 59,48 
1.63e-9 - 14.84 
211e-9 -74.21 






Table C- I Amplitudes and phases computed by STARModal for configuration I, Y -direction 
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APPENDIX D. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS AND MODAL SHAPES FOR 
CONFIGURATION 2. Y-DlRECflON 
Gun configuration 2, Y -di rection. had the topmost barrel at top dead center, a static load 
pulling back on the stub rotor to simulate the load during firing, lead weights on lOp orlhe gun 
cradic, and no muzzle restraint 
Figures D-J and D-3 show the frequency response functions (FRf) (horizontal 
dispiacemcnt/horilOntal force) measured for accelerometer locations 1 through 9 for this 
configuration. The dB magnitudes plotted in the FRF graphs have nO! been corrected using the 
transducer calibration and amplifier gains For the FRFs in dB re I mIN. add 28.7 dB to the 
plotted values 
ST ARMadal identified three modes (Figures D-4 to D-7) in the 0-125 Hz excitation range 
for this configuration . The numbers on the shape plots are displacement in arbitrary units 
rable D-I lists the amplitudes and phase angles computed by ST AR..\1odal for 
configuration 2, Y -direction 
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Figure D-l. FRF 's Recorded for Configuraticln 2, Y-Direction, Accelerometer Locations 1-4 
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Figure D-2 . FRY's Recorded for Configuration 2, Y -Direction, Accelerometer Locations 5-8 
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Figure D-4 , Configuration 2, Geometry 
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Figure D-7 Configuration 2, Third V-Mode: 97.37 Hz 
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Mode Accelerometer Relative Relative 
Location Amplitude Phase Angle 
6.36e-9 -50.15 












30,20e-9 -112. 83 
27. lOe-9 -105,75 
1J.1ge-9 -92.R9 





7,82e-9 22 ,09 
0.242c-9 -112,73 
4J,3\e-9 -155,70 













- 143 .78 
-24.3 1 
7,64 
APPENIHX E. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FU!'Ii'CTIONS AND MODAL SHAPES FOR 
CONFIGURA TJON 2, Z-DlRf.CTION 
Gun configuration 2, Z-direction, had the topmost barrel at top dead center, a static load 
pull ing back on the stub rolor \0 simulate the load during firing, lead weights on top of the gun 
cradle, and no muzzle restraint 
Figures E-l and E-] show the frequency response fu nctions (FRF) (vertical 
displacement/vert ical force) measured for accelerometer locations I th rough 9 for this 
configuration. The dB magnitudes plotted in the FRF graphs have not been corrected using the 
transducer calibration and amplifier gains For the FRF's in dB re I mIN, add 28_7 dI3 to the 
ploued values. 
STARModal identified th ree modes (Figures E-410 £-6) in the 0- 125 Hz excitation range 
for this configuration. Thc numbers on the shape plots are displacement in arbitrary uni ts 
Table E· I lists the amplitudes and phase angles computed by STARModal for 
configuration 2, Z·direction 
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Figure E- l. FRF's Re:orded for Configuration 2, Z-Dircction, Accelerometer Locations \-4 
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Figure E-2_ FRF's Recorded for Configuration 2, Z-Direction, Acceleromeler Locations 5-8 
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__ 'j"t;_:::";1:::~: 0<1-9 
figure E-4 Configuration 2, First Z-Mode 20"25 Hz 





, .. tj;'1·: '~ge-1.2 
/';/ 
.?~.:~.~,~::::,,~ --,l:~.14e-9 
". ,.J1 ;'();e-9 
Figure E-6, Configuration 2, Third Z-Mode: 109.64 Hz 
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Mode Accelerometer Relat ive Relative 
Location Amplitude Phase Angle 
1.39c-9 4705 
3.8Ie-9 - 139.05 
5.74e-9 65,75 





151.88c-9 60. [2 
3.65e-9 -1 42.69 
6.27e-9 -143,50 
1127c-9 -140 .58 
13.73e-9 -136A9 









OA17e-9 -5 .02 
19, [4e-9 -159.05 
















APPENDIX F. FREQUENCY RESPOl\SE FUNCTIONS AND MODAL SHAPES liOR 
CONFIGUR<\TJON 3, Y-U1RECTIOl"i 
Gun configuration 3, V-direction, had the topmost barrel at top dead center, a static load 
pulling hack on the stub rotor to simulate the load during firing, lead weights on top oflhe gun 
cradic, and no muzzle restraint 
Figures F-J and F"l show the frequency response functions (FRF) (horizontal 
displacement/horizomaJ force) measured for accelerometer locations 1 through II for this 
configuration The dB magnitudes plolted in the FRF graphs have not been corrected using the 
transducer calibration and amplifier gains For the FRF's in dB n: I miN, add 28.7 dB to the 
plotted values 
ST ARModal identified three modes (FigUft!S F-4 to F-g) in the 0-125 Hz excitation range 
for this configuration. The numbers on the shape plots are displacement in arbitrary units 
Table F- I lists the amplitudes and phase angles computed by 5T ARModal for 
configuration 3, Y -direction 
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Figure F-l . J V-Direction, Accelerometer Locations [-4. FRF's Recorded for ConfiguratIon , 
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Figure F-2. FRF's Recorded for Configuration 3, V-Direction. Accelerometer Locations 5-8 
Figure F-3, FRF's Recorded for Configuration 3, Y-Direction, Accelerometer Locations 9-11 
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l;~O·:··~ 4 0 -1. 2 
~;v.""'1.3e-9 
~/-:~:36e-9 
, / -,.;--{:~40-9 /_, /~ . /;?;:~~~~:O-9 
,29.49a-9 
Figure F-S Configuration 3, First Y -Mode : 1644 Hz 
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Figure F~6 Configuration 3, Second V~Mode: 41.74 Hz 
Figure F-7 . Configuration 3, Third V-Mode: 71.43 Hz 
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Figure F-8 . Configuration 3, Fourth V-Mode. 103 31 Hz 
Mode Accelerometer Relative Rela tive 









23 .78e-9 67.97 
10 23 .56e-9 71.00 





0.77ge-9 -18 .98 
0.39ge-9 -133.64 
682e-9 -93 .34 
3.01e-9 -12.28 
5.38e-9 0104 
10 4.27e-9 -2.58 
11 4.71e-9 22.32 
o 1 32e-9 -3&,29 
0.22ge-9 92.48 
Table F-I Amplitudes and phases computed by ST ARModal for configuration 3. Y -direction. 
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Mode Accelerometel Relative Relative 
Location Amplitude Phase Angle 





13.0&-9 65 .74 
17,51e-9 42.67 
10 8.99c-9 39 . .14 
II J4 ,65e-9 50 97 
2.16e-9 -23,75 




O.525e-9 75 ,27 
lO,32e-9 -2,68 
24,18e-9 -574 
1O,19t:-9 -3 7,57 
10 6.55e-9 12.70 
II 7.20e-9 \454 
Table r-I (conL) 
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APPENDIX G, FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS AND MODAL SHAPES FOR 
CONFIGURATION 3, Z-DIRECTION 
Gun configuration 3, Z-direction, had the topmost barrel at top dead center, a static load 
pulling back on the stub rotor to simulate the load during firing, lead weights on top of the gun 
cradle, and no muzzle restraint 
Figures 0 -1 and 0-3 show the frequency response functions (FRF) (vertical 
displacement/vertical force) measured for accelerometer locations I through II for this 
configuration, The dB magnitudes plotted in the FRF graphs have not been corrected using the 
transducer calibration and amplifier gains For the FRF's in dB re I lIvN. add 28,7 dO to the 
plotted values 
STAR1v{odal identified three modes (figures G-4 to G-7) in the 0-125 Hz excitation range 
for this eOnfib'llfation. The numbers on the shape plots are displacement in arbitrary units 
Tablc G-l lists the amplitudes and phase angles computed by STARModal for 
configuration 3, Z-direction 
Figure G-l . FRF's Recorded for Configuration 3, Z-Direclio[1, Accelerometer Locations 1-4 
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Figure G-2_ FRF's Recorded for Conrlguration 3, Z-Direction, Accelerometer Locations 5-8 
9S 
Figure G-3. FRF's Recorded for Configuration 3, Z-Direction, Accelerometer Locations 9-11 
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Figure G-4 Configuration 3, First Z-Mode: 28,84 Hz 
Figure G-5 Configuration J , Second Z-Mode 44 ,69 Hz 
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Figure G-6. Configuration 3, Third Z-Mode: 76.87 Hz 




Rcia tive Relat ivt I Ampli tude Phase Angle 
J .85e-9 -27 .1 9 
2,85e-9 -24 ,16 
1.27e-9 54. 24 
0.867e-9 64.32 
0.J65e-9 17l.55 
j ,2ge-9 82.37 
2.l l e-9 87,94 
5.05 e-9 121 08 
4 .iJe-9 ]3781 
10 4 .8Ge-9 168 ,29 
II I I. J2e-9 J 17 .85 
o 824e-9 -1 76.19 
0.11ge-9 - 104.44 
0.20J e-9 -66.00 
o l72e-9 -47.83 
O.913e-9 19 ,89 
0.874e-9 - 19.70 
3,26e-9 13 .98 
5.62c-9 16.32 
5,64e-9 16.95 
10 5.4 Se-9 17.05 
11 6.56e-9 24. 69 
O.596e-9 - 168 .62 
6.35e-9 - 148.34 
Table G-J Ampl i t ude~ and phases compu ted by ST AR~odal for configu ration J. Z-direction 
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Mode Accelerometer Relative Relative 
Location Amplitude Phase Angle 
4.9ge-9 -129 .52 
2.3ge-9 -104 ,79 
3.33e-9 -41.22 
I.lle-9 -97. 10 
5.47e-9 -22 .89 
7,77e-9 24 ,89 
7.36e-9 4613 
10 5,76e-9 67. 19 
II 7.2Se-9 6994 
1.35e-9 70.93 
6.45e-9 48.75 







10 8. 1 5e-9 19,03 
II 9,96e-9 24 .86 
TableG- 1 (cont .) 
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APPENDLX H. BRL!EL AND K.JAER TYPE 8001lMI'EDANCE HEAl) CALIBRATION 
CHART 
Calibration sheet for the 8&K Type 8001 impedance head used to measure the force to 
the driving force 
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APPENDIX I. PCU J353B04 ACCELEROMETER CALtURA nON CERTIFICATE 
Calibration sheet for the PCB model no J353B04 series quam; shear mode 
accelerometer used 10 measure gun assembly response to sinusoidal excitation The use of shear 
mode quartz sensors reduces sensitivity to environmental effects that might bias the results 
!O3 
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APPENDIX J. LIST OF ELEMENTS, MATERIAL AND Rt:AL CONSTANTS FOR 
M6JAI Al'\SYS FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
The following page lists the clement types, material constants and original real constants 
used in the finite-element simulation program for the PHALANX gun as created by Michael 
Hatch in 1993. Note thaI real constants 5, Il, and 14 are the spring s\ifthess values discussed in 









EX,I,30E6 DE~S,1,.OOO733 NUH.l •. 293 
,"TERIAl 2, STl'EL, ,"S;lESS FO'1 FJLlI~G HOlES 
n,2,30E6 DEN;,2,O.lE·9 NUXY,1,.293 
,"TERIAL 3, ALU'UN~ 
EX,3,tOE6 DE~S,3,.OO0259 WUH,3,.345 
R, 1, .200 GUN Booy SHELL ElEME~TS 
R,2, GUN BAC~ SOLI P ElE~E~TS 
~.3, GUN BE.l.RaG ruTER RACES 
~.4, ROTOR SOlID ElEMENTS 
R,5,IIS6607 BALL STlFFNESSES, SIN~LE ROIl Of 111 BALLS 
R,6, 
',7, 
R, ~ , STUB ROTOI< SOlID ELE~ENTS 
R,9,.093 STUB ROTOI< SHElLS 
R,10, 
~,", MUZZLE CL.I.II? SOLID 
R,12,.On MUZZLE Cl.I.IIP SHELLS 
R, B,1.22E6 REAR NEEDLE BEARIN~, 1 SET AT 120 DEGREES, ~ = 1.a3£6 LBI1N 
R,14,442500 BALL JO[NT AT REAR, 4 SPRINGS, ~ = USOOOLB!lM 
R,15,3222 RECOILSPRIWG, EACH SlOE IoIl1H (=3222 (FR~AVERAGECURVE STIffNESS) 
R.l6, MASSLESS STUB ROTOR HOlE ElEMEWTS 





R,n,I.OSO, 125 BARREl 





WEBS U MUZZLE SUPPORT UPPER 
IlUZZLESlIPPORTYERTlCAlB.l. LLSTlFFNESS 
R.31,466667 KUZZlE SUPPORT LATERAL BALL STIFF~ESSES 
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APPENDIX K. AKSYS HARMONIC RESPONSE TR-\NSFER FllKCTlON PLOTS FOR 
Y AJ\D Z DlRECTlOI\S 
The following plots show the transfer functions (displacement versus frequency) for five 
individual points in both the Y -(hOlizonlal) and Z-(venical) directions for the unrestrained gun 
modeL These points are in close proximity to the same points used in the experiments_ In each 
case, a one pound force was "applied" at node 5443 ("BRLlIP") in the same direction as the 
plotted displacement Figure K-l shows an isometric vicw of the gun barrel assembly as seen in 
ANSYS, showing the location of each point 
Figures K-2 through K-ll show the harmonic responses for each point shown in Figure 
K-I 
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Figure K-l. FEM Measurement Points. 
I'"KEG\Jf:NCY, HI 
1,0 .a,"'" ._.00 .... , •• ''''.''00'''"' 
Figure K-2 Y, Darrel-Tip Response 
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Figure K-3 Y, Rear-or-Muzzle Clamp Response 
1 ; 
I .... '-,1 ~i-'-,..-I---C-~ 
I F REW ENCY, Hz 
[,. ... " .. "" ""00<,.," .... ,,. 
Figure K-4 Y, Mid-Barrel Response 
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Figure K-5, Z, Barrel-Tip Response 
FR[Q.J[NCY, H, 
Figure K-6 Z, Rear-of-Mu7.zle Clamp Response 
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F RE OU;::NC'{, 1-1, 
Figure K-7, Z, Barrel-Tip Response. 
I 
' ''', ' '" ' , ,. 
FflEWENCV, HI 
I'Q RUUO'H! 7.-~On£~ . ~ LB .. ~"43. 
Figure K-8 Z, Rear-of-Muzzle Clamp Response 
III 
Figure K-9 Z, Mid-Barrel Response 
I' 
/ 
\ ['i"" ~ \; ~ ,-" 
-'-'If'''' ~ ] -- -- ! ~~r: , \. 
I II' 
f"RE()J£NCY, HI 
Figure K-10 Z, Mid-Barrel Clamp Response 
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'REt;UENCY, H, 
Figure K· ll_ Z, Rear-of-Barrel Response 
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